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The rare decays K+ → π+νν̄ are excellent tool to make tests of new physics complementary to
LHC thanks to their theoretically cleanness. The NA62 experiment at CERN SPS aims to collect
of the order of 100 K+ → π+νν̄ events in two years of data taking, keeping the background at
the level of 10%. Part of the experimental apparatus has been commissioned during the technical
run in 2012. The physics prospects and status of the experiment will be reviewed.
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1. Introduction

The main aim of the NA62 experiment is to measure precisely the branching ratio of a very
rare decay K+ → π+νν̄ , which is sensitive to new physics [1] via loop processes and is predicted
with high precision in the frameworks of Standard Model (SM) [2]. The NA62 plans to improve
the current experimental precision [3] BR(K+ → π+νν̄) = (1,73+1,15

−1,05) × 10−10 exploiting a novel
decay-in-flight technique based on calorimetry to veto extra particles, very light mass trackers to
reconstruct the K+ and the π+ momenta and full particle identification capability.

2. Detectors

The detector elements are listed here together with a brief functional description. Full detail
can be found in the NA62 Techinal design document [4]. The composition and layout of beam and
detectors are inspired by the experience gained with the previous kaon decay experiment NA48
performed at the CERN SPS. A secondary kaon beam line, ≈ 100m long, leads to a ≈ 65 long
fiducial region, followed by a further volume, over which the kaon decay products fly apart with
respect to the beam line, so that they can be recorded in a series of detectors surrounding the beam.

The overall beam and detector layout is shown in Fig. 1:

Figure 1: Layout of the NA62 detector.

1. the CEDAR is upgraded differential Cherenkov counter (CEDAR) [?], placed on the incom-
ing beam to identify the K+ component of the beam;

2. The GIGATRACKER (GTK) is comprised of three Si micro-pixel stations measuring time,
direction and momentum of the beam particles before entering the decay region;

3. The STRAW TRACKER measures the coordinates and momentum of secondary charged
particles originating from the decay region. To minimise multiple scattering the chambers
are built of ultra-light material and are installed inside the vacuum tank;

4. The RICH detector is a gas Ring Imaging Cherenkov counter, providing muon/pion separa-
tion in the momentum range between 15 and 35 GeV/c;
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5. A system of Photon-Veto detectors provides hermetic coverage from zero out to large (∼50mrad)
angles from the decay region. This is assured by the existing high-resolution Liquid Krypton
electro-magnetic calorimeter (LKR), by Intermediate Ring (IRC) and Small-Angle (SAC)
Calorimeters at small and forward angles and by a series of 12 annular photon-veto (LAV)
detectors (LAV) at large angles;

6. The Muon-Veto Detectors (MUV) are composed of a two-part hadron calorimeter followed
by additional iron and a transversally-segmented hodoscope. This system detects and rejects
the muons;

7. These detectors are complemented by ’guard-ring’ counters (CHANTI) surrounding the last
GTK station, and the charged-particle hodoscope (CHOD), covering the acceptance and lo-
cated between the RICH and the LKR calorimeter;

8. All these detector are operated and inter-connected with a high-performance trigger and data-
acquisition (TDAQ) system.

3. Experimental Strategy

The two undetectable neutrinos in the final state require the design of an experiment with
redundant measurement of the event kinematics and hermetic vetoes to achieve a background re-
jection S/B ≃10. Particular care has to be taken to suppress the two-body decays K+ → π+π0

and K+ → µ+ν which have branching ratios up to 1010 times larger than the expected signal.
The reconstruction of the two body kinematics may suffer from reconstruction with "non-Gaussian
tails", and backgrounds can originate if photons from K+ → π+π0 are not detected or if muons
from K+ → µ+ν are mis-identified as pions. To suppress backgrounds from the two body decays,
kinematics and Particle Identification (PID) have to be used in conjunction. Backgrounds from K+

three- and four-body decays are also potentially dangerous. For convenience the most frequent K+

decay modes are written in Table 1, where they are reported together with the techniques intended
to reject them.

Decay Mode Branching Ratio Background Rejection
K+ → µ+ν 64% (called Kµ2) µ PID, Two-Body Kinematics
K+ → π+π0 21% Photon Veto, Two-Body Kinematics

K+ → π+π+π− 7% Charged Particle Veto, Kinematics
K+ → π0µ+ν 3,4% (called K+

µ3) Photon Veto,µ PID
K+ → π0e+ν 5,1% (called K+

e3) Photon veto, E/p

Table 1: The most frequest K+ decay modes.

Two acceptance regions can be defined to be kinematically free from most of the frequent
kaon decays. The kinematic of the decay under study is schematically sketched in Fig. 2, where the
momentum of the incoming kaon PK , the momentum of the outgoing pion Pπ and the angle between
the mother and the daughter particle, θπK are the only measurable quantities. It is convenient to use
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the squared missing mass variable, m2
miss, defined under the hypothesis that the detected charged

particle in the final state is a pion:

m2
miss ≃ m2

K(1−
|Pπ |
|PK |

)+m2
π(1−

|PK |
|Pπ |

)−|PK ||Pπ |θ 2
πK . (3.1)

Figure 2: Kinematics of the decay under study.

In Fig. 3 the m2
miss for the signal and the kaon decays with the largest branching ratios are

shown for PK = 75 GeV/c. If resolution effects are ignored, the K+ → π+π0 decay is constrained
to a line at m2

miss = m2
π0 ; the m2

miss of the three-pion decays shows a lower boundary. The m2
miss of

Kµ2 does not appear as a line at m2
miss = 0 because it is wrongly evaluated, under the assumption

that the track is a pion. For this decay the shape depends on the momentum of the particle in the
final state and has m2 = 0 as the upper boundary. In conclusion, about 92% of the kaon decays are
kinematically limited and their rejection relies on the reconstruction of the kinematics.

Figure 3: Distribution of the missing mass squared for the signal and the most frequent kaon decays.

Because the peak of the K+ → π+π0 decays lies within the signal region, we are forced to
divide the signal acceptance into two different regions:

• Region I: 0 < m2
miss < m2

π0 − (∆m)2

• Region II: m2
π0 +(∆m)2 < m2

miss < minm2
miss(π+π+π−)− (∆m)2
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The ∆m term depends on the m2
miss resolution and define the required performance of the

upstream and downstream spectrometer, namely the Gigatracker and the Double Spectrometer.
A critical aspect of the experiment is that the high rate in the Gigatracker can lead to a situation

in which a pion track measured in the downstream spectrometer is wrongly associated to a kaon
candidate in the Gigatracker. When this happens, the kinematical rejection power is degraded. To
avoid the combinatorial background, a very good time resolution of the Gigatracker is essential.

Semi-leptonic and radiative decays can populate the acceptance region because the kinematics
do not constrain them.

In order to suppress all K+ decay modes that might fake the K+ → π+νν̄ signal, it is necessary
to render the detector hermetic with respect to photons from π0 originating in the K+ fiducial decay
region. This can be provided, in order of increasing angular coverage, by a forward SAC, IRC, LKR
and, finally, 13 Large Angle Photon Veto counters (covering angles out to ≈ 50 mr).

There also exist decay modes (with branching ratios ≥ 10−5), e.g. Ke4 (K+ → π+π−e+ν)
and K+

µ4), in which the e+ (µ+) may escape detection. By analogy to the case of decays to π0,
it is mandatory that the π− be observed and that the detector therefore be rendered hermetic with
respect to negatively charged particles of momentum ≤ 60 GeV/c. This function can most readily
be provided by the straw detectors, which form the active elements of a Double Magnetic Spec-
trometer.

4. Results from the 2012 Technical Run(TR)

Fig. 4 shows the comparison between the detector used in the TR and the final layout of the
experiment. There were installed the following detectors: CEDAR, KTAG, CHANTI, STRAW
Chamber 1 with two Modules, eight LAV detectors, CHOD/NHOD, LKR, MUV2 and MUV3,
SAC, 85 m (out of 115 m in total) vacuum tank and corresponding detector elements, the primary
pumping system and three (out of seven) cryopumps.

Figure 4: Schematic comparison of the detector layout used in the TR and the final layout.

The TR took place from October 29 to December 3, 2012 and shifts were run around the clock
during the 5-week period.
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The test of the response of the sub-detector systems using pure kaon decays was an important
goal of the 2012 NA62 TR. The analysis aims to select K+ → π+π0 events. Such a sample gives the
possibility to test the response of the detectors to pions and photons, to study the timing correlation
between the sub-detectors and to investigate the related activity in the veto detectors, namely the
LAV stations and the MUV3. The analysis makes use of the data collected during a short data
taking run. The trigger requested: an energy deposition in the Neutral Hodoscope (NHOD) and
at least one coincidence (Q1) between two quadrants of the Charged Hodoscope (CHOD). The
first condition tagged events with an energy deposition in the LKr calorimeter without using any
information from the ionization signal of the LKr itself; the second condition selected events with
at least one track in the detector acceptance. The CEDAR, two stations of LAV, the CHOD, the
LKr, the MUV2 and the MUV3 were readout in this run. The CEDAR was tuned to detect only
the Kaons. The average beam intensity was ∼ 1010/s (1/50 of the full one). About 8 × 106 triggers
have been collected in this run subdivided in about 450 bursts. About 10% of bursts have been
rejected because of data corruption due to readout problems. In order to test the LKR performance,
the selection scheme is the following:

• identification of at least two clusters in the LKr compatible with an electromagnetic-like
energy deposition;

• reconstruction of the π0 four-momentum by looking at all the possible decay vertecies of the
event formed by each pair of LKr clusters in the hypothesis of the π0 mass;

• reconstruction of the π+ by using the π0 four-momentum previously reconstructed and the
K+ four-momentum defined at the percent-level by the beam constraint itself.

As a result the K+ → π+π0 events exhibit a peak in the missing mass distribution, m2
miss =

(PK −Pπ0)2, corresponding to m2
π0 .

The analysis of the data from one run collected by NA62 during the technical run allows the
selection of a pure sample of more than 4 × 104 K+ → π+π0 with a percent level background (Fig.
5). A clear timing correlation is present between the various subdetectors, showing time resolutions
for the LKr, the CEDAR, the CHOD and the MUV3 below 500 ps. The efficiency of the CEDAR,
CHOD and MUV2 are well under control. The measured inefficiencies are in agreement with the
expectations and are mostly linked to the partial configuration of the detectors and readout system
adopted during the run. The out-of-time activity in the LKr and MUV3 due to the beam seems also
in agreement with the expectations. The K+ → π+π0 is not suitable for measuring the efficiency
of the LAVs and the MUV3. They are under study using different methods together with the
accidental activity in the LAV stations. The CHOD and MUV3 provide a sample of muons, useful
to highlight the LKr capabilities in detecting MIPs. This also allows an estimation of the expected
rate at full intensity in the hottest region of the LKr.

Though the detector construction is still on-going and numerous technical challenges are still
in front of the NA62 Collaboration, it is realistic to install the remaining detectors for a first physics
run starting in October 2014.
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Figure 5: Distribution of the m2
miss for the events, selected after all the cuts.
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